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        It seems the page you're looking for has disappeared! We appreciate this is NOT a very good trick. But rest assured, we have much better ones in our store. Joking aside, the page you're looking for may have been deleted, or you may have mistyped the URL. 
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                                    What do you sell?
                                    
                                        
                                            We produce and sell magic video tuition to professional and hobbiest 
magicians. We also sell physical products such as magic props and performance accessories.

                                        

                                    

                                
	
                                    How do I watch tutorials?
                                    
                                        
                                            You will find all of your purchased content by logging in to your account area.
If you have purchased a product but have not yet made an account, you can create one here. 
Be sure to create an account with the SAME email address you made the purchase with. This ensures your purchased titles will be waiting for you when you log in.

                                        

                                    

                                
	
                                    Where do you ship your products from?
                                    
                                        
                                            We ship from the UK and the USA depending on where the parcel is being sent to.
If you're in Europe, it'll be sent from the UK. If you're anywhere else in the world, it'll be sent from the USA.

                                        

                                    

                                
	
                                    How long do products take to ship?
                                    
                                        
                                            We aim to have all physical products despatched within 24 hours of purchase.
Please note: we only ship on working days (Monday to Friday).
Digital products are available to access instantly unless stated otherwise.

                                        

                                    

                                
	
                                    Can I submit one of my own tricks?
                                    
                                        
                                            We help magicians bring their creations to market. We are always on the lookout for the next big idea. If you think that might be you, we want to hear from you. Contact us.
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